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Sports  is  a major area of divis ion, with the wealthies t having far less  interes t than affluent consumers . Image credit: Tag Heuer for the As ian
Football Confederation

 
By DANNY PARISI

While affluent consumers have relatively similar interests to the average consumer such as seeing a film or cooking,
the truly wealthy tend to be far less involved in the same sorts of activities, according to a new report from the
Shullman Research Center.

Understanding the interests and habits of the top earners is vital for luxury brands, for whom these customers make
up their target demographic. The latest Shullman Research Center report looked into what activities were the most
popular between luxury buyers, affluent consumers, with a household income of more than $100,000, and wealthy
consumers, with more than $1 million HHI, to determine where they overlap and where they differ.

"Notably the wealthy segment is much less inclined to participate in most of the top 15 sporting events measured in
The Pulse, except for tennis regarding which the wealthy is the most involved upscale segment," said Bob Shullman,
founder and CEO of the Shullman Research Center, Greenwich, CT.

"As far as the top 15 leisure and cultural activities are concerned, again the wealthy are materially less involved
except for visiting museums, gardening, attending food tastings/festivals and going to casinos for the entertainment
they provide," he said.

Cultural divides
Among the top earning consumers in the United States, there still exists a divide between the affluent and the truly
wealthy.

While affluent consumers certainly make far more than the average customer, wealthy consumers are on another
level, and their habits are subsequently quite different.

For example, between average consumers and affluent consumers, activities such as going to the movies, reading
books, attending sports games and cooking for fun are all quite popular. These more mundane tasks still hold their
appeal for affluents.
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However, moving up to wealthy consumers, many of these familiar activities fall off. While an average 44 million
affluent consumers regularly go to the movies, only 25 million wealthy customers do.

Some statistics are even more striking. Thirty-three million affluents on average enjoy cooking at home for fun, but
for wealthy consumers, for whom meals can be purchased whenever, this number is only 9 million.

Total luxury, affluent and wealthy consumers. Image credit: Shullman Research Center

For luxury brands this presents a clear path for marketing to different segments of consumers.

For example, enjoyment of sports is very low among the wealthy compared to the affluent, with the exception of
tennis.

Luxury brands aiming for affluent customers might deem it worth the cost to advertise during sports events, while
brands marketing products for only the extremely wealthy would be wasting time advertising during a football game.

"As more luxury brands start incorporating experiences into their marketing and advertising efforts, they need to
include context and backgrounds that match their customers' and targets' lifestyles and interests," Mr. Shullman
said.

"That's what this data provides for those brands that are interested in looking at their customers' and targets'
interests," he said.

Af f luent and wealthyAf f luent and wealthy

Mapping these interests and activities can be a bit complicated, given the overlapping nature of the categories.

An earlier report from Shullman Research Center showed that 47 percent of consumers in the U.S. are considered in
the upscale demographic, classified as either a luxury buyer, affluent or wealthy. Sixty percent of the wealthy and 41
percent of the affluent are also considered luxury buyers (see story).

The crux of the report is  that not all luxury buyers are the same. Some subgroups have not just different interests, but
different shopping habits entirely.
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The top leisure activities by wealth segment. Image credit: Shullman Research Center

For example, U.S. Trust surveyed 800 high-net-worth families and noted some stark changes and disagreements
between young wealthy individuals and older ones.

These conflicts mainly took the form of what kind of investments they are interested in, their attitudes toward
charitable giving and the new problem of multiple generations competing for the same jobs (see story).

One area where luxury brands can make the most of this research is through what channels are best for targeting
affluent and wealthy consumers.

Television, Facebook and Web sites are all popular among upscale consumers, as they are for average ones, but
mobile tends to perform much better among affluents.

"Luxury consumers are much more likely than the average American to indicate that they recall seeing advertising
on their mobile devices as far as the top 15 communication platforms the Pulse measures are concerned," Mr.
Shullman said.

"Equally as important and potentially more important is that luxury buyers indicated that mobile is the third most
engaging communication platform on which they recall seeing advertising among the top 15 communication
platforms they use," he said.
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